
Reading FC/EFL Agreed Decision – STAR’s assessment 

On 16 November the EFL published an Agreed Decision with Reading FC which resulted in a 6 point 
deduction with a further 6 points suspended until the end of the 2022/23 season (30 June 2023).  
The Agreed Decision was reached  after the Club agreed to close monitoring and scrutiny by the EFL 
in this and the next season, with the Club submitting budgets for those two seasons.  So what does 
this mean in reality?  STAR has been able to assess the EFL published Agreed Decision and discuss its 
implications with the Club. 

The Breach 

The decision states the Club reported adjusted losses for the four year period ending 30 June 2021 
of £57.809 million. This compares to a total allowed loss of £39 million over any three year period.  
So how did the EFL get to this number? 

Firstly, for the two COVID impacted seasons (2019/20 and 2020/21) the losses for the two years are 
added together and then divided by two.  This is then added to the two previous seasons (2018/19 
and 2017/18) to give a three year period. 

Secondly, the losses being used relate to Renhe Sports Management Limited (RSML) which is the 
parent company (owner) of The Reading Football Club Limited (i.e. the team).  RMSL also includes a 
separate company for the women’s football team and also the Bearwood training ground. Again, this 
does make a difference (see previous analysis of the accounts by STAR which help shed some light 
on this as well). 

Thirdly, and most importantly, the financial results of the club which we can all see in the accounts 
the Club files at Companies House have been adjusted for many factors, which will include the 
women’s team, the costs of running the academy and a whole host of other matters, especially in 
the 2020/21 season.  While the Club understandably does not want to discuss the full details of all 
the deductions, it is clear it can be a considerable amount which helped reduce the Adjusted Loss for 
the three year period meaning the position was not worse than reported.  These deductions were 
particularly significant in the 2020/21 season due to the impact of COVID on the Club’s operations. 

The Decision 

As stated, 6 points have been deducted this season, but a further 6 are suspended.  However, these 
can be applied by the EFL if the Club does not comply with its agreed budgets for the 2021/22 and 
2022/23 seasons, exceeds losses of £13 million per season or breaches the conditions attached to 
player wages and transfer fees (see later for more on this). Interestingly, for any previous season 
(2020/21 and before) where the club exceeded the £13 million limit, this is effectively reset to a 
maximum level of £13m.  If the adjusted loss for a season was less than £13 million then it will stay 
as reported.  For illustration purposes: 

Loss in season - £16m, will be adjusted to £13m maximum. 

Loss for season - £4m.  No adjustment required 

So, in summary, the Club can still lose more than £13 million providing there are enough deductions 
allowed by the EFL to bring the loss back below £13 million in a given season (and £39 million across 
three years).  For commercial confidentiality reasons, the Club does not want to share the actual per 
season adjusted loss numbers agreed with the EFL. 

  



The Budget 

In Appendix 1 of the EFL Agreed Decision further details are documented about the budget, 
specifically relating to player wages/contracts and transfers.  The Club has provided further clarity to 
STAR about certain aspects. 

Permitted player – any player with more than three League starts (in the Championship or higher) so 
cup competitions do not count.  This means players like Clarke and Azeez don’t count for this 
season’s player numbers and Total Salary Costs but will for next season. 

Total Player Salary Costs – these are to be capped at £21.1 million for 2021/22 and £16 million 
2022/23 based on a maximum playing squad of 25 Permitted Players.  The Club confirmed it did not 
have 25 players at the start of this season, which has allowed Andy Caroll to be signed recently. 

These Total Player Salary Costs clearly take into account the players currently with contracts and the 
impact of players being released when out of contract at the end of this season.  However, it is likely 
reaching a budget of £16 million for next season will be a challenge as a number of high earning 
players will remain contracted into next season as well. 

Transfers – the EFL will need to sanction all transfers for this season and next and while fees can be 
paid, this is at an agreed level with the EFL.  One reason this is important is that transfer fees are 
spread over the duration of the player contract and therefore contribute to the losses the club will 
incur going forward.   

Per player salaries – the Club has agreed a maximum amount a player can be paid, but also an 
average salary per player.  So, any new signings have to fall within both limits which means, in 
reality, there will need to be a blend of salaries (some at the maximum and some lower in order to 
meet the average level). The Club clearly did not want to discuss what these salary levels are but did 
state we shouldn’t believe everything we read in the media! 

Contract extensions / renewals – existing player contracts can be extended or renewed, but these 
will have to comply with the maximum and average salary levels (the same as new players).  This 
means it is going to be difficult to retain senior out of contract players at the end of this season. 

Academy – new players can still be registered for the Academy and those players coming through 
the system can be awarded their first professional contracts as well. They can play in cup 
competitions without them becoming Permitted Players with 3 league starts. 

Player sales – amounts generated from player sales will help reduce the losses and provide 
headroom against the agreed budgets with the EFL.  It will also reduce the total wage bill. 

Relegation – if the Club is relegated to League One, it either has to agree a revised (new) budget 
with the EFL to meet the League One P&S rules or, if this will not be possible (for example due to 
being unable to reduce costs far enough) then the owner can inject the budgeted shortfall into the 
Club as equity at the start of the season. 

Non-playing staff – the amounts of £21.1 million and £16 million only relate to the first team squad 
of 25 players.  It does not include the Academy, the manager and coaching staff, nor any of the 
club’s administrative or ground staff.  

Conclusion 

What the Agreed Decision does is create a new base for the EFL to monitor the Club’s financial 
performance.  The Club needs to stay within a £13 million per season adjusted loss and meet its pre-



agreed budgets.  The EFL will continue to strictly monitor the Club and will sanction future player 
transfers. 

New players and existing player contract extensions / renewals alike will all have to comply with the 
maximum and average levels agreed with the EFL.  The playing squad cannot exceed 25 senior 
players, so it is likely the squad list for next season will look very different to this given the rise of 
some of the academy players this season and the amount of players out of contract in the summer. 

Overall, the Club has to reset its salaries for players (and players will have to reset their expectations 
about what Reading FC can pay) but it still retains certain high earning players into next season 
which will make the Total Player Salary Costs very challenging to meet. But, if the Club sticks to its 
agreement and budget with the EFL, then it will be free from oversight and restrictions from 1 July 
2023. 


